
Learning Support
Tools
Britannica offers text-to-
speech for HTLM articles as well
as a double-click dictionary,
highlight tool for visual or
dyslexic learners and a
translation tool to support those
developing English language
proficiency. At level 1, we offer
less confident readers the
opportunity to read a section at
a time, hiding any irrelevant
content and allowing a slower
pace. 

Early Years Provision
Britannica compliments other academic
databases in that it promotes research from
early years upwards. Our Fundamentals area
provides audio books and games for those
ages 3+ whilst the Foundation level offers
safe searching and accessible texts for
students up to the age of 11.

Unique Features
of Britannica
Resources

Multi-media
Content

Higher Education
Tools

Teacher Lesson
Preperation
Britannica School and Britannica
LaunchPacks provide educators with
ready made lessons and activities as
well as the tools needed to customise
and build lessons themselves.
Britannica's curriculum team provide
CPD training and regular tutorials.

This document outlines the features and benefits
that are unique to Britannica but that can also
compliment other services your Ministry of
Education may be planning to use.

Primary Sources
Access any literature texts that are
out of copyright as well as over
420,000 e-works of original and
primary source documents. 

A built-in citation tool allows for easy
referencing of any content type
students use. A personalised My
Research area helps students to
compile resources from any site in one
place.

Multimedia content for every
search made. Thousands of
Britannica videos and images are
accompanied by other 3.5 million
rights-free images from over 60
of the world's best image
collections in ImageQuest.

Three Learning
Levels
Every student of any age and ability
is catered for with Britannica's three
different levels. Each article is lexile
scored to help teachers and
students adapt the level of
information for any age or ability.
The levels are also applied to all
media, journal and ebook content to
support all types of research. 



Current News &
Updated Content
Britannica is reviewed and
updated every 20 minutes
to provide the most up-to-
date and relevant
information to learners. We
also have a live feed to
EBSCO meaning that our
journal content stays
refreshed and update. We
also include a live News feed
to keep students engaged at
all levels, with current affairs.

Curated Journals
Britannica provides a curated
selection of over 500 academic
journals from the EBSCO suite. Within
that, we offer over half a million
articles that are specifically relevant
to the territories we work with. These
journals are reviewed and placed at
the appropriate reading level.

Editorial Team

Subject Specific
Digital Library

Web's Best Sites
Britannica's team regularly
review the internets' best web
sites for every search term. This
saves students time when
carrying out research and
provides them with verified
options for further research.

Biographies
A digital library of over 30,000
biographies that can be filtered
by country, 'known for' and
gender so that students can
learn about the people who have
impacted the world. 

Subject browse features and curriculum
mapping tools in Britannica provide an
easy way for teachers and students to
explore content relevant to their area of
study. The same tools are available for
media items and primary sources.

Britannica has enlisted a team of
over 100 educational editors and
a network of over 4,000
contributors to develop our
educational content. This team
ensure that the information is
well researched, accurate and
appropriate for learners.

Interactive Content
Every level on Britannica offers a
range of interactive, dynamic
content to engage learners.
These are updated regularly and
mixed media. We also partner
with Kahoot to allow teachers to
create their own interactive
quizzes..
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